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Abstract Learners exposed to multimedia learning contexts have to deal with a

variety of visual stimuli, demanding a conducive design of learning material to

maintain limitations in attentional resources. Within the current study, effects and

constraints arising from two selected impairing features are investigated in more

detail within a computer-based learning task on factor analysis. A sample of 53

students received a combination of textual and pictorial elements that explained the

topic, while impaired attention was systematically induced in a 2 9 2 factorial

between-subjects design by interrupting system-notifications (with vs. without) and

seductive text passages (with vs. without). Learners’ ability for controlled attention

was assessed with a standardized psychological attention inventory. Approaching

the results, learners receiving seductive text passages spent significantly more time

on the learning material. In addition, a moderation effect of attention control

abilities on the relationship between interruptions and retention performance

resulted. Explanations for the obtained findings are discussed referring to mecha-

nisms of compensation, load, and activation.

Keywords Multimedia learning � Controlled attention � Interruptions � Seductive
details � Learning performance

Introduction

In multimedia learning contexts, learners usually have to deal with a mass of visual

stimuli from different multimedia contents, for instance complex animations in

virtual learning environments being accompanied by textual explanations or
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interactive agents. The arising requirement to deal with distracting and irrelevant

material puts high demands on attentional resources that play a crucial role in

capturing, processing, and reproducing information.

Approaching the attention construct itself, Styles (1997) already outlined the

difficulty to seize its complexity due to the multifaceted nature. Besides of

selectivity and alertness, a key feature consists in the limited capacity of attentional

resources (Posner and Boies 1971). Whereas mental alertness can be described as

ability to develop and maintain an optimal sensitivity to external stimulation, in

particular the capacity aspect demands to control the focus of the available

resources. Following this point of view, Kane et al. (2001) take into account the

selectivity and capacity facet and describe attention as the ability to either maintain

stimulus, goal or context information in an effective manner when facing

interference, inhibit goal-irrelevant stimuli or responses, or both. This allows

flexibility in response to demands of the respective environmental context, whether

a person has to keep many representations or just one simple goal active, or is

expected to inhibit irrelevant representations or responses.

However, not all visual content increases demands on cognitive control abilities,

but might require only enhanced effort in perceptual resources. According to Lavie

et al. (2004), increasing perceptual load is realized by adding more items to the

same task, or a more demanding perceptual task for the same number of items. In

contrast, load related to cognitive control makes use of functions responsible for

cognitive control processes like working memory. Lavie (2010) states that distractor

interference should grow with declining perceptual load, as people are less engaged

in perceiving relevant stimuli, but it should rise with increasing load related to

cognitive control, as distraction puts additional demands on information processing.

Such distinction receives confirmation by more recent work from Konstantinou

et al. (2014) that refines the role of working memory in terms of visual maintenance

versus cognitive control.

Attention in instructional design

When adapting these evidences to instructional scenarios, a conducive design of

learning material becomes an essential prerequisite to ensure that learners’ limited

resources are not overstrained. The rich literature on design effects in instructional

media deals with a variety of facilities to sustain task-related attention and thus

support optimal learning performance (Mayer 2014). Amongst other aspects, the

elimination of interesting but irrelevant details is recommended, as they are prone to

distract attention from relevant learning content (Harp and Mayer 1998). Such

‘‘seductive details’’ affect in particular people with low ability to control attention

(Sanchez and Wiley 2006; Rey 2014), according to Conway and Kane (2001)

directly corresponding with lower working memory capacity. Above that, they

cause greater impairment in learning performance and evoke extended learning

times when forcing deeper processing, being the case for irrelevant text passages

compared to pictures (Rey 2011). Differences in processing textual and pictorial

elements are confirmed as well on a neurophysiological level (Gerě and Jaušovec

1999). Following the dual-channel assumption of the Cognitive Theory of
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Multimedia Learning (CTML; Mayer 2014), seductive details presented on the same

information channel as relevant learning content, like irrelevant text passages

inserted in a learning text, restrain learners from compensating additional demands

by using alternative perceptual resources.

In addition to distractions being inherent in the learning task, learners often face

distractions arising from situational aspects (Wickens et al. 2013), for instance

system-induced interruptions while working in a computational environment or

notifications received from social networks like Twitter or Facebook. They impair

attentional resources as well and disable a concentrated focus on the respective

learning goal. Since multimedia-based learning scenarios itself are usually

embedded in computer-based settings, these issues are of essential relevance for

instructional research and design.

Present study and hypotheses

Within the presented study, new insights into the maintenance of attentional

resource demands in multimedia learning contexts were gained by systematically

inducing potential distractors while presenting relevant learning material. For this

purpose, seductive text passages were embedded within the offered instructional

content and as interrupting system-notifications were presented repeatedly over the

task. To tie in with the results of Sanchez and Wiley (2006) and Rey (2014),

learners’ ability to control their attentional focus was assessed with a standardized

psychological attention inventory in advance. Following the common practice in

multimedia learning research, when assessing the learning outcome, a distinction

between retention and transfer performance was employed (Rey 2012).

Based on the outlined theoretical background on attention processes, cognitive

control and multimedia learning, the following hypotheses were postulated:

H1 Inserting seductive details into multimedia learning content impairs retention

and transfer performance and increases learning times.

H2 Inducing system-related interruptions within a multimedia learning task

results in lower retention and transfer performance and increased learning times.

For both hypotheses, in line with evidence by Sanchez and Wiley (2006) and Rey

(2014), influences of learners’ attentional control abilities were inspected. In

addition, from these results, the following interaction hypothesis emerges:

H3 Already impaired attention due to system-induced interruptions intensifies the

negative effect of seductive details on retention and transfer performance and

further increases learning times.
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Methods

Participants

A total of 53 university students, on average aged 37.83 years (SD = 11.43, range:

20–67), completed the learning task on factor analysis. Most of them were enrolled

within an undergraduate distant-study course in Psychology (94.1%). Nearly half of

the participants were in lower terms (45.3%) and nearly two-third were part-time

students (67.9%). By means of gender, the sample was rather homogeneous with

about 79% female participants. All students received course credits according to

their curriculum to compensate for participation.

Design

Hypothesis was tested within a 2 9 2 factorial, multivariate design with interrupting

system-notifications and seductive details as independent variables, and retention

performance, transfer performance and learning time as dependent variables.

Attention control abilities and previous knowledge were recorded as control

variables. People were randomly assigned to the four experimental conditions with

nearly equal distribution (see Table 1).

Independent variables

The operationalization of seductive details followed Rey (2014) via inserting

additional text passages with a total of 584 words (M = 64.8 additional words per

page, SD = 19.2, range: 35–95). They were presented on nine pages at different

positions within the learning text and consisted of information slightly related to the

Table 1 Descriptive statistical values of previous knowledge, attention control abilities, retention and

transfer performance and learning times within the manipulated trials (with vs. without seductive details,

with vs. without interrupting system-notifications)

Group Type of test

IV1 IV2 N Previous

knowledge

Attention

control

Retention

performance

Transfer

performance

LTsed LTint

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD

– – 13 0.46 0.78 6.58 0.91 25.15 4.53 13.85 2.94 1.55 0.71 1.87 1.00

? – 13 0.85 0.90 5.78 1.16 25.85 4.78 12.54 2.54 1.87 0.59 2.00 0.75

– ? 14 0.86 1.61 5.87 0.82 23.36 3.61 13.43 2.88 1.54 0.54 1.96 0.74

? ? 13 1.77 2.35 6.70 0.82 27.00 5.90 14.62 4.21 1.83 0.42 2.12 0.51

IV1 presence of seductive details; IV2 presence of interrupting system-notifications; LTsed learning times

in manipulated trials with vs. without seductive details; LTint learning times in manipulated trials with vs.

without interrupting system-notifications; previous knowledge scores ranged from 0 to 10, retention

performance scores ranged from 0 to 40, transfer performance scores ranged from 0 to 25
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featured content, but completely irrelevant for understanding the core steps and

concepts of factor analysis. For instance, one passage discussed the development of

a scale to measure attitudes by Louis Guttman, whereas other passages dealt with

facts related to the terms eigenvalue or synthetic, or told biographical anecdotes

about Raymond Bernard Cattell, Gordon William Allport, Maurice Stevenson

Bartlett or Louis Leon Thurstone.

The second attention impairing factor was implemented by distracting system-

notifications, appearing routinely while working on a standard computer. In detail,

a report window on results of an antivirus scan, a windows update information

pop-up, a request to check and repair new hardware, and an information on the

necessity to do a restart of the computer due to successfully updating the antivirus

software were used. At predefined pages, one of these announcements popped up

in the middle of the screen after an initial unimpaired period of 5 s, and had to be

erased by mouse click. Each interruption occurred only once, resulting in a total

of four interruptions during the learning task. As displayed in Fig. 1, due to

enhancing external validity, real screenshots with just minimal modifications were

used.

Dependent variables

Retention performance and transfer performance were measured according to Rey

(2014) with a set of mainly multiple choice questions on the presented contents.

Multiple choice questions on retention performance comprised three to five possible

answers and were mainly directed towards the correct reproduction of the

previously presented information, for instance facts on factor rotation. Participants

had to rate each answer statement as true or false, while the proportion of

appropriate answers per question varied from none to all options being correct. To

assess transfer performance, five multiple choice questions and five questions

containing graphs or tables were used. They went beyond pure reproduction and

Fig. 1 Sample system-notification requesting to check and repair hardware. Alternative selections
greyed out
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required to apply the gained knowledge within new contexts, for instance by

computing the explained variance out of a set of eigenvalues. Participants either had

to rate each answer statement whether it was true or false in the case of multiple

choice questions, or had to fill in the fitting number or tick off the correct box. In

addition, learning time was captured from the amount of time participants spent on

each page.

Control variables

Another ten multiple choice questions (Rey 2014) that had to be rated as true or

false were used to query previous knowledge. By contrast, the operationalization of

controlled attention abilities employed a standardized psychological attention

inventory, the FAIR-2 (Moosbrugger and Oehlschlägel 2011). Such addresses the

construct of controlled attention in a sophisticated manner and corresponds well to

the chosen theoretical perspective.

Material

Learning task

According to Rey (2014), a written introduction text on factor analysis was used,

based on recognized German statistical benchmarks (Backhaus et al. 2006; Bortz

2005). It consisted of 2013 words (M = 134.2 word per page, SD = 42.0, range:

63.0–211.0), four tables, and six graphs. Sixteen PNG files (960 9 720 px),

including an instruction, with a mean size of 23.9 kb (SD = 6.3 kb, range:

13.7–36.0) were composed out of the introduction material. An example page

containing a seductive text passage as well (marked in yellow) is displayed in

Fig. 2.

To enable the recording of reaction times, the learning content was embedded in

the java-based experimental software PXLab (Irtel 2007). Navigation within the

task occurred by pressing the space key and determined the recording of reaction

times. Participants had no opportunity to repeat a page once they proceeded to the

following one. Stimuli were presented on a 15’’ Notebook with a maximum display

resolution of 1024 9 768 px. The used PXLab version 2.1.19 was able to run with a

screen resolution of 96 dpi, a timer resolution of less than one ms and a video

refresh rate of 51.30 Hz.

FAIR-2

The standardized psychological attention inventory FAIR-2 (Moosbrugger and

Oehlschlägel 2011) forces participants to discriminate visual target patterns (circles

with three dots and squares with two dots in the used form A) from similar but

distinct distractor patterns within a fixed time period. Patterns are arranged on two

pages with 16 lines and 20 items per line each, resulting in a total of 640 items that

have to be marked within 3 min per page. The principle of entire marking is applied,

implying that participants need to draw a continuous line below the items and mark
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each target item by drawing a spike towards its direction. Breaking the line, missing

items or correcting markings afterwards are judged as errors. To assess participants’

performance, four parameters are computed: The marking score M (rtt = .625)

indicates comprehension of the instruction by counting the number of correctly

marked items, whereas the performance score L (rtt = .923) refers to the individual

working speed and characterizes cognitive resources used for concentration. The

quality scoreQ (rtt = .791) describes the ratio of concentrated judgments and signifies

accuracy and correctness, and the continuity score K (rtt = .914) as product of

performance and quality score represents cognitive resources as well as self-control.

Procedure

After being welcomed and signing the consent form, participants completed the

FAIR-2. Essential instructional details were outlined orally as well, to ensure broad

comprehension. Before presenting the introduction text on factor analysis,

participants filled out the questionnaire on previous knowledge. They were

instructed to rate all questions and guess in case of doubt. The following

presentation of the introduction text was induced by some procedure-related hints

regarding navigation between pages or comprehension questions. While working on

the learning material, participants’ goal was to learn as much as possible about the

procedure of factor analysis. After spending as much time as they want on the

Fig. 2 Sample page from introduction text on factor analysis with seductive text passage. Seductive text
passage marked in yellow for purposes of clarification. Translation from original German version
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written introduction, participants completed another questionnaire on retention and

transfer performance, questions on the employed system-induced interruptions

within the respective conditions, and some questions on demographical details.

Finally, they were debriefed and approved. Individual sessions lasted on average

72 min (SD = 16), but entailed a broad range from 45 min in the fastest to 112 min

in the slowest case. The experimental procedure followed the principles outlined in

standard 8 of the ethical principles and code of conduct for psychologists (American

Psychological Association 2010).

Scoring

According to Rey (2014), scores for retention and transfer performance were

computed by rewarding each correctly filled answer option with one point, resulting

in a maximum of 40 points for retention and 25 points for transfer performance.

Regarding previous knowledge, participants had to mark all answer options per item

correctly to achieve one point, and thus could achieve a maximum of 10 points

within this questionnaire. The recorded reaction times enabled the computation of

specific learning times by calculating average mean reaction times out of the

relevant experimentally manipulated trials, resulting in one learning time measure

LTsed for the seductive detail manipulation based on n = 9 trials, and a second

learning time measure LTint for the manipulated interrupting system-notifications

based on n = 4 trials. To assess learners’ abilities for controlled attention, the

z-standardized, adjusted K score of the FAIR-2 was used. It was computed as

product of performance and quality score and provided adjusted test scores for

participants with additional errors. Raw scores were transformed into z-scores for

reasons of comparability with other norm scales.

Results

As displayed in Table 1, participants in all conditions held little or no previous

knowledge about factor analysis, already indicated by the low mean overall

previous knowledge score (M = 0.98, SD = 1.58 points). Nevertheless, participants’

previous knowledge score significantly influenced retention performance, F(1,

48) = 5.73, p = .02, gp
2 = .11, and transfer performance, F(1, 48) = 10.53, p\ .01,

gp
2 = .18, thus, it was used as a covariate during the subsequent analyses.

Hypotheses on the postulated main and interaction effects were tested by analyses

of covariance (ANCOVAs). To obtain additional support for the obtained effects,

Bayes factors were computed by contrasting a reduced model without the respective

effect, representing the null hypothesis, with a full model including all tested

effects, representing the alternative hypothesis. The resulting values specify how

much more times likely one hypothesis is compared to the other (Dienes 2014). By

convention, a Bayes factor1 above the value of 3 can be taken as substantial

1 By convention, Bayes factor values between 1 and 3 (and likewise 1/3 and 1 for the contrasting

hypothesis) are regarded as anectodal support, values between 3 and 10 as moderate support, 10 to 30 as
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evidence for the tested hypothesis, whereas values of less than 1/3 should be

considered as substantial evidence for the contrasting hypothesis (Jeffreys 1961;

Lee and Wagenmakers 2014).

Effects of seductive details

The first hypothesis postulated that learners exposed to seductive details score lower

in retention and transfer performance and display extended learning times.

Descriptive analyses suggest an opposite trend due to a mean retention performance

of 24.22 points (SD = 4.10) in conditions without seductive details, and 26.42

points (SD = 5.29) in conditions with seductive details. However, the ANCOVA did

not reveal significant differences between both conditions, F(1, 48) = 1.41, p = .24,

gp
2 = .03. Bayes factor analyses were conducted in favor of the alternative

hypothesis and revealed BF10 = 0.53 (error ± 1.70%), which indicates at least

anectodal support for the null hypothesis. The mean transfer performance reached

nearly equal levels with 13.63 points (SD = 2.86) in conditions without, and 13.58

points (SD = 3.57) in conditions with seductive details. Again, the ANCOVA did

not display significant differences between both conditions, F(1, 48) = 0.59,

p = .45, gp
2 = .01. The Bayes factor of BF10 = 0.35 (error ± 1.72%) almost

moderately supports the acceptance of the null hypothesis. Taken together, the

postulated negative influence of seductive details on retention and transfer

performance was not confirmed. In terms of LTsed, a significant difference between

conditions without (M = 1.54, SD = 0.62 min) and with seductive details

(M = 1.85, SD = 0.50 min) in the assumed direction showed up, according to

conventions on effect sizes stated by Cohen (1988) amounting to a medium effect

size, F(1, 48) = 4.65, p = .04, gp
2 = .09. The obtained Bayes factor provided

anecdotal support for the alternative hypothesis BF10 = 1.79 (error ± 2.90%).

To shed light on influences of learners’ attention control, moderation analyses

with the seductive detail manipulation as independent variable and the z-standard-

ized FAIR-2 K score as moderator variable were conducted for all dependent

variables. Neither analysis showed a significant moderator effect.

Effects of interrupting system-notifications

The second hypothesis stated that learners confronted with interrupting system-

notifications score lower in retention and transfer performance and display extended

learning times. Descriptive analyses revealed a mean retention performance of

25.50 points (SD = 4.57) in conditions without system-induced interruptions, and

25.11 points (SD = 5.11) in conditions with system-induced interruptions, revealing

a slight tendency towards the assumed direction. However, the ANCOVA did not

show significant differences between both conditions, F(1, 48) = 0.59, p = .45,

gp
2 = .01. Again, Bayes factor analyses in favor of the alternative hypothesis

Footnote 1 continued

strong support, 30 to 100 as very strong support, and values above 100 as extreme support for the tested

hypothesis.
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revealed BF10 = 0.35 (error ± 3.05%), which almost moderately supports the null

hypothesis. Similar results were found for transfer performance with M = 13.19

points (SD = 2.77) in conditions without, and M = 14.00 points (SD = 3.56) in

conditions with system-induced interruptions, slightly aligned to the opposite

direction. Likewise, the difference between both conditions did not reach

significance, F(1, 48) = 0.09, p = .76, gp
2\ .01, which received moderate support

by the obtained Bayes factor of BF10 = 0.30 (error ± 1.71%). Regarding average

learning times in trials with system-induced interruptions, participants needed

M = 1.93 min (SD = 0.87) in conditions without interrupting system-notifications,

and M = 2.04 min (SD = 0.63) in conditions with interrupting system-notifications,

which aligns to the expected direction at least by trend. Nevertheless, the ANCOVA

for LTint did not indicate a significant difference between both conditions, F(1,

48) = 0.40, p = .53, gp
2 = .01. The Bayes factor analysis provided moderate

evidence for the acceptance of the null hypothesis with BF10 = 0.33

(error ± 3.04%).

In addition, a significant moderation effect of learners’ attention control abilities

on the relationship between system-induced interruptions and retention performance

resulted, b = .28, t(49) = 2.09, p = .04. As displayed in Fig. 3, under conditions

with interrupting system-notifications, learners with decreased attention control

abilities achieved significantly lower retention scores, compared to learners with

increased attention control abilities, R2 = .28, p\ .01. Under conditions without

interrupting system-notifications, no such effect was found, R2 = .01, p = .73. For

Fig. 3 Influence of attention control abilities on retention performance in conditions with and without
interrupting system-notifications. The figure shows regression lines, not observed data points
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neither transfer performance nor learning times a significant moderation effect could

be observed.

Interaction effects

The third hypothesis dealt with the interaction between both experimental factors

and assumed that learners with already impaired attention due to interrupting

system-notifications display a further decrease in retention and transfer perfor-

mance, as well as an additional extension in learning times when inserting seductive

details. Analyses indicated neither a significant interaction of seductive details and

system-induced interruptions on retention, F(1, 48) = 0.93, p = .34, gp
2 = .02,

BF10 = 0.49 (error ± 7.17%), nor transfer performance F(1, 48) = 1.58, p = .22,

gp
2 = .03, BF10 = 0.70 (error ± 2.51%). In both cases, Bayes factor analyses

provided anecdotal support for the null hypothesis. Likewise, corresponding effects

on learning times LTsed, F(1, 48)\ 0.01, p = .90, gp
2\ .01, BF10 = 0.35 (er-

ror ± 4.86%), and LTint, F(1, 48) = 0.01, p = .98, gp
2\ .01, BF10 = 0.36 (er-

ror ± 3.05%), did not show up. Considering the obtained Bayes factors, the

acceptance of the null hypothesis received nearly moderate support for both

variables.

Discussion

This research systematically induced impaired attention via distracting system-

notifications and seductive details, and additionally assessed learners’ ability for

controlled attention with a standardized psychological attention inventory. When

inspecting the results, a significant increase in learning times under the presence of

seductive details occurred, but no significant differences in terms of retention or

transfer performance could be observed. The presence of system-induced interrup-

tions did not significantly affect retention or transfer performance nor learning

times, but learners’ ability for controlled attention significantly moderated the

influence of system-induced interruptions on retention performance. Neither for

retention and transfer performance nor learning times the interaction between

seductive details and interruptions achieved significance.

A potential explanation for the lack of influence of seductive details on learners’

performance might be the use of free instead of fixed learning times. Although

previous research on this design issue had shown much stronger effects with fixed

learning times (Rey 2012), the decision for using unlimited learning times was made

to enhance external validity by achieving a situation closer to natural learning

contexts. However, the significant increase in learning times in this case could be a

hint on potential significant effects when using fixed learning times. Regarding the

lack of effects of the induced interrupting system-notifications, participants could

already have been familiar with the used screenshots, obvious by means of the high

percentage of Windows and Avira users in the tested sample. Therefore, the

influence of these distractors might lacked strength to evoke significant effects.

Using different means of system-induced interruptions, like social media
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notifications, might be able to alter that pattern. Moreover, the sample consisted

mainly of distant students, being more involved in multimedia learning contexts due

to their study arrangements. Familiarity could have been an influencing factor in this

regard as well. Additionally, compared to traditional student samples, such sample

usually holds higher between-subject variance due to the broader range of age and

learning experience, compared to student samples commonly used in psychological

research. Finally, impacts of impaired attention on learning performance might be

more complex than just consisting of seductive details and interrupting system-

notifications. By contrast, individual differences like age, learning history, or

contextual variables like time of day could serve as additional moderators, as

already indicated by marginal influences in post hoc analyses. On this account, a

promising approach would be the use of more complex statistical models to lighten

the connections within this network. Another core problem of the conducted study

had been the small sample size, resulting in a lack of power for the conducted

statistical analyses. For a really valid conclusion on the postulated hypotheses,

additional testing with bigger samples needs to be conducted.

Implications

Inspecting the observed moderation effect between attention control abilities and the

induced interrupting system-notifications in more detail, learners with enhanced

ability to maintain their attentional focus might possess additional resources that

could be allocated in different ways, related to mechanisms of compensation, load

and activation.

Compensation hypothesis

Within the compensation hypothesis, it is assumed that enhanced abilities to

preserve the attentional focus can compensate for system-induced interruptions by

providing additional cognitive resources to cope with the impairment. Such

resources should be used to maintain distracting stimuli, corresponding to the

previously stated perspective of controlled attention in terms of working memory

resources (Kane et al. 2001). A potential experimental induction might be inspired

by a principle known from the embodiment literature, postulating that people can

compensate for cognitive limitations via off-loading cognitive work onto the

environment (Wilson 2002), for example by taking notes (Mueller and Oppen-

heimer 2014). Compared to participants without compensation, especially people

with lower abilities in attention control should suffer less from attentional

impairments, due to the enhanced capacity to deal with distractions. By contrast,

no additional benefit is expected for people with higher abilities in attention control.

Load hypothesis

The load hypothesis focuses on the difference between perceptual load, for learners

highly skilled in controlling their attentional focus, and load related to cognitive

control, in case of learners poorly skilled in controlling their attentional focus (Lavie
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et al. 2004; Lavie 2010; Konstantinou et al. 2014). Following this framework,

resources are used to differ between both types of load. A reliable experimental

design should address both types of load individually to avoid confounding effects.

Perceptual load might then be induced by increasing the number of relevant facts

offered within the learning material, whereas load related to cognitive control could

be approached with a working-memory task. Compared to control-conditions

without additional load, participants exposed to perceptual load are expected to

display declined retention performance only in the case of low controlled attention

abilities. Otherwise people should be able to cope with the situation. On the other

hand, if additional load was put on working memory, all participants are expected to

suffer in retention performance, independent of their abilities for controlled

attention.

Activation hypothesis

Approaching the activation hypothesis, the focus persists on the concept of mental

alertness (Posner and Boies 1971), being able to enhance retention performance. In

this case, resources are supposed to be allocated to increase the learning outcome. A

potential experimental induction is directly inspired by neurobiological research,

related to stimulants like caffeine on the one hand, commonly known to foster

alertness and by this means affecting learning performance (Einöther and

Giesbrecht 2013). On the other hand, the reverse usually applies for strain factors

like sleep deprivation, at which alertness as well as learning performance decrease

straightly (Drummond et al. 2000; Killgore 2010). Based on this findings,

participants are expected to increase retention performance under induction of

caffeine, particularly obvious for participants with low abilities for controlled

attention, compared to control conditions. In case of sleep deprivation, a reverse

pattern should be observed, with participants lacking sleep showing a decline in

retention performance, even when they are highly skilled in preserving their

attentional focus, compared to control conditions.

Prospect and conclusion

Future research could address the compensation, load, and activation hypotheses

described above by using the already outlined experimental inductions, resulting in

a potential design with one factor varied for compensation, two factors varied for

load, and one factor varied for activation. Above that, psychophysiological

measures like gaze movements, pupillary responses, or EEG may offer further

valuable insights into the cognitive processes going on during the tasks.

In summary, a strong attentional focus constitutes an important but fragile

resource in multimedia each learning. Keeping that in mind when preparing

beneficial instructional scenarios should therefore be an essential prerequisite for

everyone concerned with this issue. However, the current study uncovered various

persisting demands and open questions, which clearly need to be addressed within

future research.
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